discussed in a 29 ff. The two parts are not in opposition.
For what does «v«?ncaiov mean here? Is it necessary in the sense of indispensability, or in the sense of inevitability ? There is no doubt that the addition of the words e:lç Tov Ptov and the following elaboration point to indispensability, though in place 't'e: X.-r.x.
(a 16) an element of inevitability might be present. These lines are followed by a passage in which Aristotle again refers to friendship as an indispensable constituent of life. So the meaning "indispensable" seems to prevail, and there is no opposition between and ethical good: the here certainly is within the moral sphere. Dirlmeier, in discussing this passage (p. 510), takes C'XvmyxeLov too exclusively in the sense of inevitableness (Determination). Therefore he refers to Plato, Rep. 493 b-c, where the opposition between x?À6v and cXv?yx??ov is brought out. In Plato, indeed, cXváYX1) and avmyxmtov point to inevitableness; the words denote "blind" necessity, without any ethical import, and are so used in opposition to the Dirlmeier's reference to Plato, therefore, is not right. Tricot (ad locum) makes the same mistake.
1155 a 12-14.
In this sentence the main source of difficulty is the reading accepted by Bywater and Bumet in their editions, and the question connected with this reading, what is to be taken as the subject of the sentence. The construction is awkward indeed. Many editors and commentators -Susemihl-Apelt and Rackham a.o.-have tried to simplify it by adopting the reading of Mb, which might be a predicate of pixi«, to be supplied from the previous sentence.
Dirlmeier, Gauthier-Jolif and Thuis have followed this line.
The reading however, has no very strong manuscript support; still weaker is the support given by the tradition to Bekker's ?01)ee:? and the emendation proposed by Stewart (II, p. 266).
The manuscript tradition is unmistakeably in favour of the lectio di f f icilioy Retaining it, however, implies an obligation to answer the question, mentioned above, of the function of
